Why Believe the Prophecies In
Your Bible and The Book of
Yahweh?

religion-news
we answer all
scriptural questions
with scripture
Read the news; we show the
Prophecies.

The Book of Yahweh has the best reference of any
bible I know, and is used exclusively in this
article unless otherwise specified. It has the
Sacred Names restored, which were replaced under the
direction of the Vatican (Roman Catholic Church) in
all versions, such as the King James Version.

Why Believe the Prophecies
In Your Bible and
The Book of Yahweh?

Two more B-52s deployed to US Central Command on Thursday,
bringing the bomber task force in the Middle East to a total
of four aircraft from Barksdale AFB, La.

Acting Defense Secretary Patrick Shanahan told lawmakers on
May 8 that US officials received the intelligence on Friday
and decided over the weekend to deploy the additional forces

as a message to Iran that the US would respond to any attack
with force.

CENTCOM boss USMC Gen. Kenneth McKenzie emphasized that the US
is not seeking a fight, but “if a fight is to be had, … it
won’t be a fair fight.”
Airforcemag.com

First Nuclear-Capable US B-52 Bombers Arrive in Middle

East

Earlier the Pentagon released a video showing four nuclearcapable B-52 bombers taking off for the Middle

East.

On Sunday National Security Adviser John Bolton announced the
deployment of the USS Abraham Lincoln and a bomber task force
to the US Central Command region, intended to send a message
to Tehran.

Iran dubbed
warfare.”
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“psychological
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Two U.S Warships Enter Persian Gulf Without Incident
May 16, 2019

As of Thursday, the Abraham Carrier Strike Group was operating
off the coast of Oman while the USS Kearsarge (LHD-3) was off
the coast of the United Arab Emirates near the entrance to the
Persian Gulf, USNI News has learned.
News.usni.org

Show of force in the Middle East continues with Lincoln and
Kearsarge joint ops
May 19, 2019

MANAMA, Bahrain — The USS Abraham Lincoln Strike Group has
entered the Arabian Sea and conducted joint drills with U.S.
amphibious forces, Navy officials said, as tensions continue
to mount following intelligence reports that Iran or its proxy
forces planned to harm American troops in the region.

Rear Adm. John Wade, Lincoln’s strike group commander, said
the exercises are “aimed towards increasing our lethality and
agility to respond to threats, and deterring destabilizing
actions in this important region.”
Stripes.com

USS Arlington, Patriot Missiles to Join Lincoln Carrier Strike
Group in Middle East
May 10, 2019

The Pentagon is sending amphibious warship USS Arlington

(LPD-24) and elements of the 22nd Marine Expeditionary Unit to
join the Abraham Lincoln Carrier Strike Group as a hedge
against Iran, according to a Friday Pentagon statement.

“USS Arlington is a San Antonio-class ship that transports
U.S. Marines, amphibious vehicles, conventional landing craft
and rotary aircraft with the capability to support amphibious
assault, special operations, or expeditionary warfare
missions,” read the statement. “Arlington also provides a
high-quality command and control capability and improved
interoperability with our allies and partners in the region.”
News.usni.org

Sending 1,500 US troops to Middle East will increase risks in
the region, warns Lavrov

US President Donald Trump instructed Acting Secretary of
Defense Patrick Shanahan on May 24 to send an additional US
contingent to the Middle East amid escalating tensions between
Washington and Tehran. According to CNN, the US will deploy
Patriot missile batteries, a reconnaissance aircraft and
forces to contain Iranian threats.
Tass.com

Trump dances with danger in Middle East by deploying aircraft
carrier and a ‘peace plan’ – CNN

The US appears to be banging war drums at the same time it’s,

conversely and perhaps superficially, extending an olive
branch just a few hundred miles away.

But the events in the Levant and the Persian Gulf could be two
sides of the same coin. Both are aimed at strong-arming
parties into accepting the tough demands of America and its
allies, and both could propel decades-long tensions toward a
new, and possibly more violent, chapter in the region’s
history.

“Even if the (the US) aim is not to initiate some sort of
armed conflict, the higher you raise tensions the more chance
for a mistake, for something to happen that will spiral out of
control really fast,” said former US Secretary of the Navy and
former ambassador to Saudi Arabia Ray Mabus.

“I think we’re significantly closer (to war), certainly than
we were when we negotiated the (nuclear) treaty which from all
appearances was working,” said Mabus.
Cnn.com

Question:

If a Prophecy was written over 2,000 years ago concerning a
certain generation, saying that mankind would develop
explosive devices in that particular generation and then
Yahweh’s Prophets give another Prophecy later showing those
explosive devices will darken the sun and burn the earth in
one hour, and then those Prophets die, do we not believe them?

If 2,000 years later the first half of the Prophecy foretold
for that generation came to pass, as Yahweh’s Prophets
foretold, mankind had actually invented explosive
devices/weapons for war, that their own “intelligence” states
are capable to darkening the sun and burning the earth in one
hour and it comes to pass in this present, prophesied
generation, do we then believe Yahweh’s Prophets?

Read the two reports that follow:

The article and essay below, from Discover magazine, deals
directly with the consequences of nuclear war.

Dr. Thomas was one of the four American scientists who, at the
invitation of Senators Edward Kennedy and Mark Hatfield, met
in Washington in December for a three-hour open discussion
with four Soviet counterparts. The subject
discussion: the nuclear winter (DISCOVER).

of

their

Two scientific reports have recently been published, dealing
with the probable effects of nuclear war upon the earth’s
climate and the life of the planet. The first discovery is
already widely known within the scientific community of
climatologists, geophysicists, and biologists here and abroad,
and has been confirmed in detail by scientists in the Soviet
Union. Computer models demonstrate that a nuclear war
involving the exchange of less than one third of the total
American and Soviet arsenal will change the climate of the
entire Northern Hemisphere, shifting it abruptly from its
present seasonal state to a long, sunless, frozen night. This

will be followed after some months by a settling of nuclear
soot and dust, then by a new malignant kind of sunlight, with
all of its ultraviolet band, capable of blinding most
terrestrial animals, no longer shielded from the earth by the
ozonosphere. In the same research, new calculations of the
extent and intensity of radioactive fallout predict the
exposure of large land areas to much more intense levels of
radiation than expected. The report is referred to as TTAPS,
an acronym derived from the investigators’ names: Turco,
Toon, Ackerman, Pollack, and Sagan.
The second piece of work, by Paul Ehrlich and 19 other
distinguished biologists, demonstrates that the predictions of
TTAPS mean nothing less than the extinction of much of the
earth’s biosphere, very possibly involving the Southern
Hemisphere as well as the Northern.
Taken together, the two papers change everything in the world
about the prospect of thermonuclear warfare. They have already
received a careful and critical review by scientists
representing the disciplines concerned, here and abroad, and
there already appears to be an unprecedented degree of
concurrence with the technical details as well as the
conclusions drawn. In the view of some referees, the TTAPS
report may even be understating the climatological damage
implied by its data. The 20 biologists’ paper, summarized by
Professor Ehrlich, represents the consensus arrived at by 40
biological scientists at a meeting in Woods Hole,
Massachusetts, last spring.
Discover magazine, January/February, 1984

That article was from 35 years ago, imagine the power of
today’s nuclear weapons. The next article shows how swiftly
nuclear destruction can take place.

One Hour Burning

Atomic Armageddon is just 30 minutes away – former US Navy
advisor
Published time: 7 Dec, 2015 07:31 Edited time: 7 Dec, 2015
09:50
https://www.rt.com/shows/sophieco/324941-nuclear-co;c-war-us/

Dr. Theodore Postol, former advisor to the U.S. Chief of Naval
Operations, a professor at MIT, nuclear technology expert.

Sophie Shevardnadze: What happens, hypothetically, if there is
a nuclear war? Will a doctrine like a mutual destruction
doctrine ever work again?

Dr. TP: …somebody makes a bad decision with incomplete
information, which is almost certainly what happens in the
real world – information is never complete – you could have a
massive use of nuclear weapons, and that, of course, would end
civilization as we know it…

SS: Now, Ted, tell me something. Explain to an amateur, to me,
how does one launch a nuclear weapon? Is it as easy as
pressing a button? How long does it take for a nuclear missile
to reach its target?

Dr. TP: The ballistic missile could be fired, basically,

within 50 or 60 seconds, more or less, after alert being given
to the operators. The rocket will then ignite…then it would
release warheads. The warheads would float in the near vacuum
of space under the influence of gravity and momentum, and in
about 20-28 minutes would arrive at their targets, re-enter
the atmosphere and explode. So the world could be, basically,
finished off in anywhere from half hour to an hour upon the
arrival of these warheads. …most nuclear warheads would be
delivered in a very short time, probably within half hour or
an hour interval.

The Savior, Yahshua Messiah, speaking of this end time
generation, said the sun will be darkened.

Read:
Mattithyah 24:3
Now as He sat on the Mount of Olives, the Disciples came to
Him privately, saying; Tell us, when will these things be?
What will be the sign of Your coming and The End of the Ages?

Notice the phrase, ‘The End’. The subject of this chapter is
mostly The End—The End and the wars that bring the use of
nuclear bombs, which Prophecy says mankind would have in this
generation.

Notice this:
Mattithyah 24:33-34
33 In the same way, when you see all these things, know that
His coming and The End of the Ages are near, at the very door.

34 Truly I say to you: That generation will not pass away,
until all these things are fulfilled.

Again, notice verse 34: …that generation will not pass until
all these things…

‘Will not’, notice how positively the activities and timeline
of that Prophecy is stated. No ifs, no ands, no buts!

Mattithyah 24:34 – all these things.

When you watch today’s news and read the Prophecies, you see
that the Prophecies written about 2,000 years ago are 100%
accurate.

Mattithyah 24:7, 21-22
7 For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against
kingdom, and there will be famines, and pestilences; disease
epidemics, and earthquakes; environmental disasters, in place
after place:
21 For then will be Great Tribulation, such as has not come to
pass since the beginning of the world to this time—no, nor
ever will be.
22 And unless those days were shortened, there would no flesh
be saved; but for the Elect’s sake, those days will be
shortened.

This is the first time in the history of mankind that the warraging religions are capable of destroying all life from
planet Earth.
Mattithyah 24:33-34
33 In the same way, when you see all these things, know that
His coming and The End of the Ages are near, at the very door.
34 Truly I say to you: That generation will not pass away,
until all these things are fulfilled.

Verse 34: ‘that generation’ started in 1934 with the start of
the nuclear bombs.

The prophesied bombs that can darken the sun and burn the
earth in one hour, actually started in the year 1934. That
started the generation of the nuclear bomb.

Read the following article and notice the date, 1934.

Leo Szilard – Patenting the Atomic Bomb
Hungarian physicist, Leo Szilard was the first person to
conceive of the nuclear chain reaction and the atomic bomb. He
was noted for his contributions to the fields of
thermodynamics, biophysics, nuclear physics, and the
development of atomic energy.

Leo Szilard was part of the group of scientists that invented
the atomic bomb as part of the Manhattan Project.

Leo Szilard – Nuclear Chain Reaction Patent:
On July 4, 1934 Leo Szilard filed the first patent application
for the method of producing a nuclear chain reaction aka
nuclear explosion. His British patent included a description
of a “neutron induced chain reactions to create explosions”,
and the concept of critical mass. The patent was given to the
British War Office as part of the war effort.
nuclearweaponarchive.org

That article shows us the beginning of the prophesied
generation spoken of in Mattithyah 24:34. It shows the
starting date, 1934, of the bombs that can darken the sun when
compared with the Prophecy of the bombs in: Mattithyah 24:29
Immediately, but after the Great Tribulation of those days
will the sun be darkened, and the moon will not give her
light, and the stars will fall from heaven, and the powers of
the heavens will be shaken.

Mattithyah 24:29 – sun will be darkened
Mattithyah 24:33 – when you see all these things
Mattithyah 24:34 – that generation

Prophesied Warning

Yahweh has warned mankind from the beginning that their evil
practices would bring them to this destructive generation. The

Savior, Yahshua Messiah, also warned them and they murdered
Him, just as they did His Disciples and Yahweh’s Prophets.

Mankind has finally come to the generation of destruction, and
the Warning is going to all nations of the Earth, as Prophecy
shows it would.

Read this Prophecy:
Mattithyah 24:14
And this Joyous Message of the Kingdom of Yahweh shall be
preached in all the world from The House of Yahweh at Abel by
the Witness Yisrayl; for Yahweh will be with him. He will
preach this Message to all nations; and then The End will
come.
Revelation 22:12-16
12 And behold, I come quickly, and My Reward is with Me, to
give every man according as his work will be.
13 I am the First and the Last, the Beginning and the End.
14 Blessed are those who keep His Laws, that they will have
right to the Tree of Life, and will enter in through the gates
into the City.
15 For outside are dogs, and sorcerers, and whoremongers, and
murderers, and worshipers of Gods (elohim) and everyone who
professes to love, yet practices breaking the Laws.
16 I, Yahshua, have sent My Messenger to testify to you these
things in the congregations of The House of Yahweh. I am the
Root and the Offspring of David, and the Bright and Morning
Star.

Verse 16: House of Yahweh?

Yes, The House of Yahweh was foretold to be established in
this generation also.

This Generation Called The Last Days

See now:
Micahyah 4:1-3
1 But in the Last Days it will come to pass that the mountain;
promotion, of The House of Yahweh will be established in the
chief of the nations. It will be raised above all
congregations; and all peoples will eventually flow to it.
2 And many nations will come and say; Come, and let us go up
to the mountain; uplifting, of Yahweh, and to the House of the
Father of Yaaqob, and He will teach us of His Ways, and we
will walk in His Paths. Because the Laws will depart from
Zion, and the Word of Yahweh from Yerusalem.
3 And He will judge between many people, and rebuke strong
nations afar off; and they will beat their swords into
plowshares, and their spears into pruninghooks. Nation will
not lift up sword against nation, nor will they learn war
anymore.
Isayah 2:2-4
2 It will come to pass in the Last Days, that the mountain;
promotion, of The House of Yahweh will be established in the
chief of the nations, and will be raised above all

congregations; and all nations will eventually flow to it.
3 And many people will go and say; Come, and let us go up to
the mountain of Yahweh, to the House of the Father of Yaaqob,
and He will teach us of His Ways, and we will walk in His
paths. For the Laws will depart from Zion, and the Word of
Yahweh will depart from Yerusalem.
4 He will judge among the
people; they will beat their
spears into pruninghooks;
against nation, neither will

nations, and will rebuke many
swords into plowshares, and their
nation will not lift up sword
they learn war anymore.

A great gathering is being brought together by The House of
Yahweh in this generation. This is shown in:
Yeremyah 23:5-8
3 But I will gather the remnant of My flock out of all
countries where they have been driven, and bring them back to
their folds, and they will be fruitful and increase.
4 And I will set up shepherds over them who will feed them;
and they will fear no more, nor be dismayed, neither will they
be lacking, says Yahweh.
5 Behold, the days come, says Yahweh: that I will raise up a
beloved, Righteous Branch, and the Messenger whom I have sent
to be My Messenger thus shall succeed, and will execute
Judgment and Justice in the earth.
6 In His days, those who reverence Yahweh will be saved, and
the Called Out Ones will dwell safely; and this is the Name
that He will proclaim to them at Abel–Yahweh Tsidqenu: Yahweh
our Righteousness.
7 Therefore behold, the days come, says Yahweh, that they will
no longer say; As surely as Yahweh lives Who brought up the

children of Israyl out of the land of Egypt;
8 But they will say; As surely as Yahweh lives Who brought up
and led the seed of the house of Yisrayl into the Protected
Place at Abel, and from all countries where they had been
driven; and they will dwell in their own land.

To learn more about these Prophecies, you need to read the
books I wrote in the 1970s, The Mark of the Beast, Volumes 1
and 2, which were published in the early 1980s.

Since their publication, many of the Prophecies written
therein have come to pass. The remainder will come to pass
very soon now because we are nearing the end of ‘that
generation’, spoken of by Yahshua in Mattithyah 24.

You need to become a part of this Work. The great gathering is
taking place now. Call, write or email us about how you can
become involved, or just come as Yahshua Messiah said:
Revelation 22:16-17
16 I, Yahshua, have sent My Messenger to testify to you these
things in the congregations of The House of Yahweh. I am the
Root and the Offspring of David, and the Bright and Morning
Star.
17 And the Spirit and the brides, say: Come! And let him who
hears, say: Come! And let him who is thirsty come. And whoever
will, let him take the Water of Life freely.

Yahweh bless your understanding.

Love, True Love,

Yisrayl Hawkins
YahwehsBranch.com

